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  Shared Hosting
  
  

A shared web hosting service or derive  host refers to a web hosting service where many
websites  reside on one web server connected to the Internet. Each site "sits" on  its own
partition, or section/place on the server to keep it separate  from other sites. This is generally
the most economical option for  hosting, as many people share the overall cost of server
maintenance.
  
    Everything you need to manage your website & more!
    Choose from hundreds of one click installable applications inside your  cPanel.
    Live support provided by the website.
  

    View  Pricing
    

      Reseller Hosting
  
  Reseller hosting is a form of web  hosting wherein the account owner has the ability to use 
his/her allotted hard drive  space and bandwidth to
host websites on behalf of third parties. The  reseller purchases the host's services wholesale
and then sells them to  customers for a profit. A certain portion of hard drive and bandwidth  is
allocated to the reseller account. The reseller may rent a dedicated  server from a hosting
company, or resell shared hosting services. In  the latter case, the reseller is simply given the
permission to sell a  certain amount of disk space and bandwidth to his own customers without 
renting a server from a web hosting company he signed for a reseller  account with.
  
  

  Host multiple accounts, with unlimited domain & sub domains.
    Cpanel, WHM
    If your interested in running your own web design company we have the  tools for you.
  

  

  View  Pricing

      Virtual Private Servers
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A virtual private server (VPS,  also referred to as Virtual Dedicated Server or VDS)  is a
method of splitting a server. Each virtual server can run its own  full-fledged operating system,
and each server can be independently  rebooted.

  
    VPS's are not over partitioned.
    4 Client Max Per Quad Core Xeon Server
    Do you think VPS is a good solution? Talk to us before you purchase.
  

  View  Pricing

      Dedicated Servers
  
  A dedicated hosting service, dedicated  server, or managed hosting service is a  type of 
Internet hosting
 in which the client leases an entire server not shared with anyone.  This is more flexible than 
shared  hosting
, as organizations have full control over the  server(s), including choice of operating system,
hardware, etc. Server  administration can usually be provided by the hosting company as an 
add-on service. In some cases a dedicated server can offer less  overhead and a larger 
return on  investment
. Dedicated servers are most often housed in 
data centers
, similar to  colocation facilities, providing redundant power sources and HVAC  systems. In
contrast to colocation, the server hardware is owned by the  provider and in some cases they
will provide support for your operating  system or applications.
  
  

  Low Range To High Range Overclocked and Water Cooled Servers
    Contract Free or Reduced Pricing For Contract Based Servers
    Try our dedicated server configuration program
  

  

  View  Pricing

      Gaming Servers
  
  Game server providers (GSPs) are companies that lease game servers. Gaming clans will
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often  lease one or more servers for their chosen game, with members of the  clan contributing
to the server rental fees. Game server providers  often offer Web tools to control and configure
the game servers; most  allow those that rent or lease to modify the games being leased.
  
    Choose From Essentially Every Popular Online Game
    Linux based if possible To increase server peformance
    Configure Your Gaming Server & More
  

  View  Pricing

      Ventrilo Voice Servers
  

  Ventrilo

  

Ventrilo  is a proprietary VoIP program which allows users to talk to each other,  similar to a
telephone conference call, but the conference call is made  via VoIP. Ventrilo is a feature rich
VoIP solution and is widely used  not only for gamers, but for businesses also.
  
  A microphone and speakers, or a headset, must be connected to each  person's computer to
use the program, although if you only need to  listen you do not require a microphone.
  
  
  

    View  Pricing &nbsp;       Teamspeak Voice Servers
  

Teamspeak

  

TeamSpeak  is proprietary Voice over IP software that allows users to speak on a  chat channel
with other users, much like a telephone conference call. A  TeamSpeak user will often wear a
headset with an integrated microphone.  Users use the TeamSpeak client software to connect
to a TeamSpeak  server of their choice, from there they can join chat channels.
  
  The target audience for TeamSpeak  are gamers, who can use the software to communicate
with other players  on the same team of a multiplayer game. Communicating by voice gives a 
competitive advantage by allowing players to keep their hands on the  controls.
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    View  Pricing &nbsp;       Domain Registration
  

Instant Domain Name Registration

  

A domain name  is an identification label that defines a realm of administrative  autonomy,
authority, or control on the Internet, based on the Domain  Name System (DNS).
  
  Domain names are used in various networking contexts and  application-specific naming and
addressing purposes. They are organized  in subordinate levels (subdomains) of the DNS root
domain, which is  nameless. The first-level set of domain names are the top-level domains 
(TLDs), including the generic top-level domains (gTLDs), such as the  prominent domains com,
net and org, and the country code top-level  domains (ccTLDs). Below these top-level domains
in the DNS hierarchy  are the second-level and third-level domain names that are typically  open
for reservation by end-users that wish to connect local area  networks to the Internet, run web
sites, or create other publicly  accessible Internet resources. The registration of these domain
names  is usually administered by domain name registrars who sell their  services to the public.
  
  
  

    View  Pricing &nbsp;       SSL Certificates
  

Choose From 4 Major Corporations  For SSL Certificates

  Secure Socket Layer (SSL),  is a  cryptographic protocol that provide security for 
communications over networks such as the Internet. TLS and SSL encrypt  the segments of
network connections at the Application Layer to ensure  secure end-to-end transit at the
Transport Layer.
  
  Several versions of the protocols are in widespread use in applications  like web browsing,
electronic mail, Internet faxing, instant messaging  and voice-over-IP (VoIP).
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